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TRANSPORT
SCOTLAND COMMITS
TO CLOSED ROADS
CONSULTATION
Scottish Motor Sports (SMS) and the MSA are pleased to reveal
that Transport Scotland will launch a public consultation on
developing new legislation facilitating closed-road motorsport.
New legislation empowering local authorities
to suspend the Road Traffic Act for authorised
motorsport events commenced last year
in England and earlier this year in Wales,
following a long campaign by the MSA and the
wider motorsport community.
Now Transport Scotland has committed to
setting up a stakeholder working group this
summer to develop a public consultation
on the future of closed-road motorsport in
Scotland. The findings of the consultation will
assist in the development of future regulations
allowing motorsport to take place on closed
roads. The news comes after SMS and the MSA
enjoyed a positive meeting with Humza Yousaf
MSP, Minister for Transport and the Islands.
David Richards CBE, MSA Chairman, said:
“We remain absolutely committed to our
long-standing goal of achieving closed-road
motorsport across mainland Britain and we’re
pleased that Transport Scotland has started
the journey towards new legislation. This
would be a wonderful opportunity not only to
revive famous events such as the Jim Clark and
Mull Rallies but also to welcome new closedroad fixtures onto the Scottish motorsport
calendar in years to come.”
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Tom Purves, SMS Chairman, said: “I am
delighted that progress is being made to
get Scotland up to speed with the other
constituent parts of the United Kingdom in the
benefits to be gained from closed roads and
the contribution motorsport can make to the
general economy.”

“This would be a wonderful
opportunity not only to revive
famous events such as the
Jim Clark and Mull Rallies
but also to welcome new
closed-road fixtures onto the
Scottish motorsport calendar
in years to come”
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JIM CLARK & MULL RALLIES REACT TO NEWS
The Jim Clark and Mull Rallies have
reacted positively to the news that
Transport Scotland has committed to
a public consultation on closed-road
motorsport.
A Jim Clark Rally statement said:
“We have been encouraged by the
recent news that positive steps are
now underway to introduce the
necessary legislation. Despite the lack
of detail and timescale, the formal
commencement of this process is
indeed most welcome.
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“Hopes remain high that we can get
back on the road some time next year.
If any progress is reported to us we
will pass it on to you.”
Meanwhile the Mull Rally thanked
“all the supporters for your patience
over the months since last year’s
successful Targa Rally and Time
Trial”. It continued: “We haven’t just
been sitting on our bottoms in that
period, lots of work has been taking
place in the background. As you can
imagine much of these discussions
are not the most exciting thing to be

talking about; permits, insurances,
Road Traffic Act for example and are
not really the type of things to be
sharing openly whilst discussions are
still on-going.
“Maybe, just maybe we may have
special stages around the perimeter
roads of the Isle of Mull in the near
future… Fingers crossed.”
The full statements can be found on
the events’ Facebook pages: Jim Clark
Rally and Mull Rally.
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News

The latest briefing from your governing body

CLOSED-ROAD CITY SPRINT
DRAWS SIX-FIGURE CROWD
The first sprint event run under new closed-road motorsport legislation drew
over 130,000 spectators into the centre of Coventry earlier this month (2-3 June).
MotoFest Coventry was the first competitive
motorsport event held in a city centre since the
Birmingham Superprix almost 30 years ago.
Drivers from the British Automobile Racing Club’s
(BARC) various sprint championships took to the
Coventry Ring Road for two days of competition. Sprint
legend Olly Clark – driving a Subaru Impreza – was
quickest, setting a new track record of 69.64 seconds
on the 1.1-mile Toyo Tires sprint course.
There were also demonstrations, including a 30-year
anniversary celebration of the Jaguar XJR-9’s 1988 Le
Mans victory, with wining driver Andy Wallace behind
the wheel in the marque’s home city.
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James Noble, Festival Director, said: “The sprint
competition proved a phenomenal success with all the
competitors expressing their delight at the opportunity
to become history makers. It’s fitting that we have
a true motorsport legend in Olly Clark as our first
ever sprint trophy winner and new official lap record
holder.”
The MSA took the opportunity to introduce new
people to grassroots motorsport by teaming up with
Loughborough Car Club to run an autotest with
free passenger rides. Seven hundred people took
part, enjoying a first-hand experience of club level
motorsport that is open to anyone with a standard
road car.
MSA Extra / June 2018
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specialist committees

FINAL CALL FOR
SPECIALIST COMMITTEE
APPLICATIONS
Anyone wishing to contribute to the governance
of motorsport has until 22 June to apply for
vacancies on several of the Specialist Committees
representing the various disciplines of the sport.
The Specialist Committees meet two or three times a year to discuss
new regulations and other issues. They recommend regulation
changes to the Motor Sports Council, which then approves them for
ratification by the MSA Board.
The following Specialist Committees have vacancies available for
next year:
 Autocross & Rallycross Sub-Committee
 Autotest Committee
 Cross Country Committee
 Historic Committee
 Judicial Committee
 Medical Committee
 Safety Committee
 Race Committee
 Rallies Committee
 Trials Committee.
Membership of a Specialist Committee is entirely voluntary,
although expenses are paid to cover travel to meetings at Motor
Sports House.
Each appointment is normally for three years. For further details,
including the number of vacancies on each committee and how to
submit an application, CLICK HERE.

twitter feed
Mark Blundell @markblundellf1 Jun 11 Very
sad to hear the passing of Martin Birrane who
supported the British Motorsport industry in so
many ways #RIP
Scottish Moto rSports @SMS_Scotland Jun 8
Positive news for the sport this morning. We’re
really pleased to be part of the campaign to
develop closed roads motorsport in Scotland
& look forward to working with the sport &
Scot Gov on the new legislation & consultation
process over the coming months.
#ISupportClosedRoads
Iain Campbell @skunnercampbell Jun 8 This is
enormous news. A lot of work still to be done but
it starts the process for @MullRally1 to come
back and opens up so many other opportunities.
Thanks to @MSAUK & @scotgov for all the work
so far.
WatergateBayHillclimb @WatergateHill Jun 6
Welcome to the official Watergate Bay Speed
Hillclimb twitter feed! The event is the first
closed-road hillclimb to receive approval from
the @MSAUK & takes place on 15/16 September
near #Newquay, #Cornwall.
Tell your friends!
Nicky Grist @nickygrist Jun 6 Just started
preparing for an Audience with Nicky Grist. If
fancy hearing about my career in Motorsport it
will be held at Brecon Theatre on July 27th. Book
your place in advance on their website. This is
the Harry Flatters Rally weekend so things may
be busy on the night.
TrentValleyKartClub @TVKCpfi Jun 2 Bambino’s
first ever heat at PFI. All drivers are 7 years + and
have 6 MSA signatures on their licence. They
have a standing start and are pleased to be here
racing @MSAUK
MSA @MSAUK May 31 It’s nearly the end of
Rob Jones’ last day as MSA Chief Executive. “It
has never been just a job,” he says. “It has been
the culmination of a lifetime’s involvement in
motorsport. It’s been a privilege.” Thank you,
Rob, for all that you’ve done for UK motorsport.

@MSAUK
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BRITISH CREWS GET CHANCE
TO SHARE WRC SPOTLIGHT
British rally competitors once again have opportunity to share the spotlight
with the FIA World Rally Championship elite on this year’s Dayinsure Wales
Rally GB (4-7 October).
Championship, was victorious last
year. “I can’t speak highly enough
of the event,” he said. “It’s a great
opportunity to drive some iconic
stages and being involved in a round
of the World Championship. It
provides a less costly option and also
doesn’t require quite as much time
away from work and the family.”
Recent WRGB National Rallies
have sold out, with the first wave of
guaranteed places filling up on the
first day. This year is expected to be
similarly oversubscribed when entries
– priced at £900 + VAT – open on
Wednesday 15 August.
The WRGB National Rally is open to
crews wishing to compete in front of
huge crowds on the same stages as
their WRC counterparts. The National
offers 85 competitive miles on some of
the world’s most famous forest tracks.
The action starts in north Wales on
the Friday. After three special stages
in Clocaenog, Brenig and Penmachno,
crews face a new double-header at the
Slate Mountain extreme sports venue

in Snowdonia before returning to the
Deeside Rally Village.
Billed as ‘Super Saturday’, the battleground switches to mid Wales and
five more tests in Myherin, Sweet
Lamb Hafren, Gartheiniog, Dyfi and
Dyfnant. Crews then return to the
Rally Village for the Ceremonial Finish
and prize-giving.
Tom Preston (pictured), a regular
in the Prestone MSA British Rally

Entries to the National B status event
can only be made online and must
be accompanied by online payment
in order to be processed. Visit www.
walesrallygb.com.
For more ambitious local crews wishing
to contest the full four-day International
event, the organisers are seeking
dispensation from the FIA to permit
nationally-registered cars to be eligible
for the main WRC rally as last year.

RALLY ICONS FUEL STREET STAGE FESTIVAL
A Rally Legends display will be created in Llandudno
during Dayinsure Wales Rally GB (4-7 October), which
concludes with a new closed-road stage on the resort’s
streets.
The display will be open to the public throughout the rally
weekend, featuring Group A, Group B, WRC and other
famous machinery, parading around the Great Orme and
into the town centre.
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“It’s going to be a milestone weekend in British motor
sport history and the presence of all these wonderful cars
from yesteryear will be an integral part of an exciting rally
festival in Llandudno,” said Ben Taylor, Managing Director
of Dayinsure Wales Rally GB.
Admittance to the new Great Orme Llandudno street stage
is free, though a limited number of Grandstand and Rally
Xtra @ Llandudno upgrades are available.
MSA Extra / June 2018
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LATEST MAGAZINE LANDING
ON UK DOORMATS
“History will say that the gift motor sport gave the world was not flappy
gear-change paddles and ceramic brakes but tools and technologies that
are solving rea-world problems,” says Nick Wirth in the latest issue of MSA
magazine.
In the cover story, journalist David Williams
discovers how motor sport has benefited wider
society through industries such as healthcare and
energy. From the Babypod developed by Williams
Advanced Engineering and used by Great Ormond
Street Hospital, to a wave-energy converter
being created in conjunction with Prodrive, the
innovations borne of motor sport’s cutting-edge
credentials are as varied as they are fascinating.

Elsewhere in the magazine, Samarth Kanal
discovers how students at the University
of Bolton’s National Centre of Motorsport
Engineering have been getting the ultimate handson experience by running Mark Higgins’ Albatec
car in the MSA British Rallycross Championship.
History was made in April when the Corbeau
Seats Rally Tendring & Clacton became the first
event run under new closed roads legislation in
England. Autosport’s Jack Benyon was there and
tells the full story, with exclusive photography by
Motor Sport’s Lyndon McNeil.
This time last year, Wigan’s Three Sisters kart
circuit faced an uncertain future but Buckmore
Park’s Bill Sisley was coaxed out of retirement
and has since reinvigorated the track. “It had
not had a happy recent past,” says Sisley. “It was
closed down and dilapidated. My brief was to use
my experience to turn it around.” He tells Paul
Lawrence how he did it.
There are columns from departed MSA Chief
Executive, Rob Jones, young Clerk of the Course
Luke Souch, and drift competitor Steve ‘Baggsy’
Biagioni. We also look at Thruxton as the
Hampshire track celebrates its golden anniversary,
and profile the newly MSA-registered De Dion
Bouton Club UK.
MSA magazine is produced quarterly by Motor
Sport magazine. It is sent to all MSA competition
licence holders, licensed officials, registered
marshals and clubs. An online version is available
HERE.
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(l-r) Selwyn Kendrick, Lynda
Thomas (Macmillan CEO)
and Peter Rowland

CROSS COUNTRY STALWART
RECOGNISED BY MACMILLAN
Selwyn Kendrick, the former organiser of the MSA British Cross Country Championship,
has received a regional volunteer award from Macmillan Cancer Support in recognition
of his support for people living with cancer.
The Regional Macmillan Sir
Hugh Dundas Award is given to
volunteers who make an outstanding
contribution and commitment
to Macmillan, and demonstrate
a passion and dedication for
volunteering with the charity.
Selwyn has been volunteering for
Macmillan for 18 years, using his
personal experience of cancer to
help others. During that time he has
run an annual cross country event,
Mac4x4, which has raised a staggering
£1.5million to date.
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“I have always been a great supporter
of Macmillan and enjoy supporting
people living with cancer, like
myself,” Selwyn said. “Living with
cancer can be very difficult at times
but I keep telling myself that cancer
is not going to kill me. I tell myself it
is more likely to be a London bus so I
just stay out of London!”

competition safaris, and instigated
the revival of the hill rally discipline
in 1992 after a 20-year absence. He has
driven event officials on the Dayinsure
Wales Rally GB and has contributed
to the current safety car training
programmes as part of RallyFuture.

Selwyn recently stepped down
from organising the UK’s premier
cross country championship after
several years. He is a long-time club
competitor in cross country trials and
MSA Extra / June 2018
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VNUK THREAT REMAINS BUT
MOTORSPORT URGED NOT TO WORRY
The motorsport community does not need to panic following news that the sport is not
excluded from the proposed text of the new Motor Insurance Directive.
‘Vnuk’ is a European Court judgement given in September
2014 that would require every car competing in motorsport
to have compulsory third party insurance.
The MSA and other stakeholders lobbied for an
amendment to the Motor Insurance Directive to exclude
motorsport. However, the new proposal for the Motor
Insurance Directive has been published and while it
acknowledges the industry’s lobbying, it does not appear
to remove motorsport from its scope.
“This is not cause for motorsport to be overly concerned,”
said Simon Blunt, MSA General Secretary. “We know that
the FIA will increase its lobbying to protect motor sport
across Europe, and meanwhile our focus turns to national
legislation.

“The Road Traffic Act will need to be amended to
implement the proposed new Motorsport Insurance
Directive (if/when it is finalised), so we will work with the
Department for Transport to ensure that motorsport is
excluded from any such changes to the Act.
“Brexit may also precede the implementation of the
proposed new Directive. In the meantime, since the Road
Traffic Act has not changed, nobody needs to fear that they
are breaking the law if they take part in motorsport in the
UK without this additional insurance.”

appointments

IT SERVICES DIRECTOR
An exciting opportunity has arisen for an IT Services Director to join the MSA.
The holder of the newly created role will report to the Chief Executive and will
assume primary responsibility for all of the company’s IT solutions, including but
not limited to:
 Taking ownership of the company’s IT strategy and
budget
 Management and maintenance of desktops/
laptops, network infrastructure, backup, resilience,
telecommunications, security and applications
including the digital platform and CRM
 Responsibility for developing and improving all IT
infrastructure and systems including the in-flight
development of the digital platform and CRM.
As a member of the Senior Management Team the
successful applicant will also have general management
responsibilities, including for all related budget controls.
The ideal candidate will have excellent communication
and interpersonal skills to work at all levels with internal
stakeholders and external partners. A recognised IT
www.msauk.org

qualification is essential, along with practical experience
supporting a commercial IT infrastructure; experience
with website administration and telecommunications is
essential.
The remuneration package is commensurate with the
position within the organisation.
Please apply by Monday 25 June 2018 to hr@msauk.org
enclosing your CV and a covering letter, including contact
details. A copy of the full job specification is AVAILABLE
HERE.
The MSA is an equal opportunities organisation
which welcomes applications from all sections of the
community.
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RallyFuture
Helping to ensure a bright future for stage rallying in the UK

INSIGHT: MSA RALLY MEDIA ACCREDITATION
The media play an important role in rallying, since they are responsible for much of the
sport’s publicity, which helps to raise awareness and take it to new audiences. Without
the media, rallying would lose its voice, so it is important that we look after them. That is
where media accreditation comes in.
MSA Rally Media Accreditation is
designed to recognise bona fide
members of the rally media, giving
them the ability to sign on as media
at MSA-permitted stage rallies and
receive certain privileges to help them
go about their work. In doing so,
they are identifiable and accountable
– the scheme aims to facilitate the
promotion of the sport while ensuring
that safety is not compromised.
Photographers and journalists can
apply to the MSA for accreditation
using the form on the MSA website.
This simply entails providing
evidence of a relevant commission or
employment, evidence of previously
published work and proof of public
liability insurance. Applicants
must also complete the online
rally marshals’ training modules.
Once issued with MSA Rally Media
Accreditation, a photographer or
journalist should be able to sign on as
media at any UK stage rally.
Once signed on at an event, MSA Rally
Media Accreditation holders can go
wherever the event organiser agrees
they can go – except any restricted
or prohibited areas, of course! The
Stage Rally Safety Requirements (the
document outlining how UK stage
rallies should be run) are flexible
in this regard, saying: ‘An agreed
‘location’ for MSA Media Tabard
holders does not necessarily need to
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be a very particular and defined area –
for example, depending on the nature
of the event it could be determined
that the agreed media ‘locations’ are
any that are not Prohibited Areas.’
There have been occasional reports
of MSA Rally Media Accreditation
holders being restricted to very limited
areas on certain events and sometimes
enjoying less freedom on the ground
than ordinary spectators. However,
as the SRSRs say, ‘The more restricted
an accreditation holder is, the more
likely they are to conclude that they
might have as much freedom as an
anonymous spectator. Therefore, it
may be considered pragmatically that
a less restrictive approach to media
locations could help to ensure that the

media remain accredited, identifiable
and accountable.’
Paul Lawrence, a well-regarded
journalist and photographer, has
been an MSA accreditation holder
right from the start and has worn his
MSA tabard on many different events
nationwide. “The new Level 2 media
system is starting to settle down well,”
Lawrence says. “I’ve seen it from both
sides of the fence and it seems to me
that the most successful events are
those that allow the tabard media
freedom to choose their locations,
with due regard for Prohibited Areas,
marshals instructions and any
direction from safety cars.
“The Level 2 tabard holders are all
MSA Extra / June 2018

